START Modified ADULT
(size, + 2° sex characteristics)

Move the Walking Wounded  MINOR
No Respirations after Head Tilt  EXPECTANT

CONTROL BLEEDING
Respiratory Distress (> 30/min)  IMMEDIATE
Perfusion (No Radial Pulse)  IMMEDIATE
Mental Status
(Unable to Follow Commands)  IMMEDIATE
Normal RPM, Follows Commands  DELAYED

CONDUCT SECONDARY TRIAGE IN THE TREATMENT PHASE

FL MCI LEVELS
MCI Level 1: 5-10 victims
MCI Level 2: 11-20 victims
MCI Level 3: 21-100 victims
MCI Level 4: 100 -1000 victims
MCI Level 5: Over 1000 victims
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JumpSTART Modified
(Newborn to Young Adult*)

Move the Walking Wounded  MINOR
No Respirations and No Peripheral Pulse  EXPECTANT

Respiratory Rate: > 45/min, < 15/min or †Work of Breathing, obvious distress  IMMEDIATE
No Respirations with Peripheral Pulse
Give 5 Ventilations via Barrier Device
Spontaneous Respirations Resume after 5 Ventilations  IMMEDIATE
No Spontaneous Respirations Resume after 5 Ventilations  EXPECTANT

CONTROL BLEEDING
Perfusion (No Palpable Pulse)  IMMEDIATE
Mental Status**
Unresponsive or not localizing pain  IMMEDIATE
Alert, responds to voice, localizes pain  DELAYED

*Presence of 2° sex characteristics; **Consider developmental level
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CONDUCT SECONDARY TRIAGE IN THE TREATMENT PHASE